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COVER: PRODUCT COMPOSURE  COLOR 303017 SECLUSION   INSTALLED NON DIRECTIONAL

Naturally subtle, effectively calm. Surrounded by distractions 
we lose our ability to connect and focus. Nature restores our 
sense of calm and helps us feel more grounded. Inspired 
by natural rock formations, Composure creates a tranquil, 
comfortable platform in a choice of 16 natural shades. It has 
been designed with an organic, non directional flexibility 
to flow through large areas with ease. And we use next 
generation, ultrasonic technology at our Scherpenzeel 
facilities that cut the carpet tiles with greater precision 
and at a much faster rate, eliminating 310 tonnes of 
material waste each year.

Composure™
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Composure Colorline
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Modular, 50 cm x 50 cm
Backing System
Yarn Manufacturer 
Yarn System
Color System
Construction
Soil/Stain Protection
Pile Thickness
Pile Density
Total Recycled Content
Indoor Air Quality

3034502505
Graphlex® Tile
Universal
Post-Consumer Content Type 6,6 Nylon 
100% Solution Dyed
Tufted Textured Loop
Protekt2®

0.102 in., 2.6 mm
6,000
53% 
European GUT #70016FA2 (LEED v4 
approved)

Specifications

303003 SOLITUDE

303014 CONTEMPLATE

303008 ISOLATION

303019 PATIENCE 

303002 DIFFUSE

303013 TEMPERATE

303007 TRANSCRIBE

303018 REGARD

303004 TRANQUIL

303016 RESERVED

303009 CONTENT

303020 SECURE

303005 SERENE

303017 SECLUSION

303012 RETREAT

303021 DELIBERATE

NON DIRECTIONAL
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Why Our Modular Carpet?

Third Party Certification

Cool Carpet – Our third party verified 
carbon offset program zeroes out all 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions  
associated with the entire lifecycle  
of your carpet.

cool carpet™

Printed on 50% post consumer waste (PCW) fiber 
manufactured using wind power.

We have tried our very best to accurately represent 
product colors. However, due to the nature of printed 
materials, color of actual products may vary slightly. 
Please request a sample to see actual product color.

Samples
Order samples at www.interface.com.
You’ll receive email order confirmations,
24/7 access to order status and more. 
Not near a computer? You can also
request samples by calling one of the 
numbers below. 

United States     Canada
1.877.605.1500     1.866.398.3192

Brazil     Latin America
+ 55 11 2196 0900     + 52 55 3695 5100

www.interface.com
Register at www.interface.com to:
• Order samples
•  View carpet in a variety of room scenes 

and even upload your own room
• Use our LEED Calculator
•  Check order status and inventory 

availability
•  Sign up to get the latest information on

Interface products and news

InterCircle™ Sample Return
Help us close the loop on the carpet sampling 
process. Through our InterCircle Sample
Return program, sample materials stay out of 
the landfill and are re-used as samples until 
it is time to recycle them into new carpet. 
By reducing sample production material and 
diverting old materials from the landfill, we can 
reduce our overall environmental footprint.

Call 1.877.605.1500 (U.S.) or 1.866.398.3192 
(Canada) to order a sample return bag with a 
prepaid return label.

All product specifications reflect averages derived from product sample testing, are subject 
to normal manufacturing and testing tolerances and inherent pattern variances, and may be 
changed without notice. For more information about these and other important attributes of 
the product(s) described herein, including recycled content and product warranty information, 
please see www.interface.com/disclaimer.

Environmental Product Declaration 
(EPD) – A statement of product ingredients 
and environmental impacts over the entire 
life cycle of a product. A comprehensive 
life cycle assessment (LCA) is performed 
to ISO standards to develop an EPD, after 
which both the EPD and LCA must be third 
party verified.

Declare.
Composure is Living Building Challenge - Red List Compliant and covered by 
Declare label # INT-1002. Declare is a ‘nutrition-label’ 
for building products that provides a clear, informative method to
disclose ingredients. 

Modular Carpet Tile
Performance and Flexibility. Interface’s 
standard backing systems set the industry 
standard for modular performance. 
Tiles stay on the floor with no upcurl, no 
tapping and no rippling effect, yet are 
easy to selectively replace. Our modular 
carpet is also easier to handle, install and 
maintain than bulky roll carpet. And, it 
installs with less waste so you save time 
and money — 3-4% for typical modular 
carpet compared to an average waste 
factor of 14% for traditional roll carpet.

Cool Carpet™
Help Stop Global Warming and Earn  
a LEED® Innovation Credit. ALL 
Interface modular carpet sold  
in North America is third party verified 
climate neutral Cool Carpet. Cool 
Carpet zeros out all greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions associated with the 
entire lifecycle of your carpet. And 
climate neutral verified Cool Carpet  
may be eligible for a USGBC or CaGBC 
LEED Innovation Credit.

TacTiles®

No Glue Installation. Our revolutionary  
TacTiles installation system eliminates  
the need for glue, adhering tiles securely 
together to form a floor that “floats” for  
greater flexibility, easier replacement and 
long-term performance. The result? Less 
mess, less waste and virtually no VOCs, 
not to mention an environmental footprint 
that is over 90% lower than that of 
traditional glue adhesives.

Breathe Easier
Boost Indoor Air Quality. Unlike VCT, 
carpet tiles act as filters and capture 
airborne contaminates below the 
breathing zone, where they can be 
removed through routine cleaning. 
Plus, our product, Composure, meets 
the criteria for low VOC emissions as 
referenced in LEED.

ReEntry®

Recyclable is Now a Reality. Through our 
ReEntry program and partnerships with 
our fiber suppliers and recycling centers 
throughout North America, separated 
Type 6 and 6,6 nylon are recycled into 
new 6 and 6,6 nylon, while separated 
GlasBac® and similar competitor 
backings are recycled into GlasBac®RE 
non-virgin PVC backing using our Cool 
Blue™ technology. The result? Products 
with up to 81% total recycled content, 
including as much as 35% post-
consumer content.

Sustainable Choice
Environmental Responsibility.  Interface 
was the industry’s first to publish an EPD 
(Environmental Product Declaration), which 
evaluates consistent factors based on full 
lifecycle assessment (LCA). We now have 
published EPDs for more than 99% of our 
products globally.
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